The easy way to a smooth production plan
GO.Scheduler

The individual production orders
are assigned to the individual
production lines and are
represented as timelines.

GO.Scheduler supports multiple graphic
illustrations of the production orders

GO.Scheduler ensures optimal flexibility in the production. The system helps you
reduce the amount of materials used for production and increases the efficiency
in the production.

Full production overview with
GO.Scheduler
How do we reduce our changeover time in our
production?
Is it possible to reduce the time spend on changeovers?
How do we improve the utilization of our production
equipment?

What do you achieve?
GO.Scheduler ensures optimal flexibility in the

The value you get
▪ Reduced changeover time and wasted capacity
Less out of time deliveries and production stops due to
lack of resources
▪ React promptly and optimally on events in production
Better re-scheduling after production incidents like
machine breakdowns and other production stops
▪ Achieve more perfect orders and on time delivery

production. The system helps you reduce the amount of

GO.Scheduler can help you achieve on-time delivery

production changeover and increases the efficiency in

and therefore also satisfied customers

the production.

▪ Track and manage orders and priorities - real time
The system provides an astonishing overview and will

GO.Scheduler gives you the opportunity to switch

immediately show any bottlenecks in resources,

between orders and makes sure that a certain order can

capacity or raw material

be fully completed before starting the order. The visual
overview provides planners with the option of following
the active production orders and making changes. This
overview is important for optimal planning and utilization
of the production equipment.
GO.Scheduler ensures you more on-time delivery and
therefore also satisfied customers.
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Frontmatec develops world-leading customized solutions for automation in the food
industry, other hygiene sensitive industries and the utilities industry. We are especially
renowned for our high-quality systems for the entire value chain of the meat industry – from
carcass grading, slaughter lines, cutting and deboning lines, hygiene systems and control
systems, to logistics and packaging.

